GENERAL   INFORMATION
invented by Alexander Graham Bell a Scottish
born American hi 1876 The first submarine
telephone cable to span the Atlantic was laid m
1956 connecting Britain with Canada and the
United States and many submarine telephone
cables have since been laid including the
Commonwealth cable system completed in 1967
The spectacular advances in space research
depended on the new tools of work provided by
parallel developments in telecommunications
e g long range radio and television transnus
sion electronic computer control The perform
ance of Telstar in July 1962 and of Early Bird in
A.pril 1965 showed tha* intercontinental com
mumcation by satellites in space is practical
See also Radar Radio Television
Telemetry measurement at remote distances by
means of a radio link from the object {missile or
satellite) to the ground The third Russian
sputnik for instance carried apparatus for
measuring among other things the pressure
and composition of the atmosphere and the
intensity of different kinds of radiation from
the sun Its radio transmitter powered by
solar-energy batteries sent out the information
in coded form by means of uninterrupted signals
at 20 005 megacycles with a duration of 150-
300 milh seconds Eadio telemetry from inside
the body is being increasingly used in medical
ind biological research miniature radio trans
mitters can be swallowed or implanted in min
or animal to detect various plrvniological
conditions
Telepathy and Clairvoyance Sec JSO
Teleprinter a telegraph transmitter with a type
writer keyboard by which characters of a mw
sage are transmitted electricallv in combinations
of 5 units being recorded similarly by the re
ceivmg instrument which then translates the
matter mechanically into printed characters
The telex or public teleprinter service provides
direct person to-person transmission of written
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of excellence by the weavers of Flanders especi
ally those of Arras The manufacture was in
trodueed into England early in the 17th cent
and was attended by considerable success At
the present day the term is applied to worsted
cloths for furniture coverings and there are also
various kinds of tapestry carpets now made
The most famous tapestries of olden tames were
the Aubusson Tapestry and the Savonnene
The Gobelin Tapestry factory originated in
Paris m the reign of Francis I is still a national
establishment See also Bayeus Tapestry
Tapirs The tapirs constitute a family close to
the horse family and the rhinoceros m the
Ungulate order They have four toes on the
front feet and three on the hind The snout is
drawn out into a short trunk. The largest tapir
is the Malayan tapir which stands 8+ ft at the
shoulder Pour species occur in Central and
S America
Tar is a dark viscid product obtained from the de
structive distillation of wood coil peat etc
Wood tar is acid owing to the presence of
acetic acid ( pyroligneous acid ) The high
est proportion of coal tar goes into road makin_
DistiDatlon of coal tar yields many valuable
compounds including benzene phenol (carbolic
acid) naphthalene and creosote the final
residue after distillation is pitch. Baaed on the
chemical manipulation of compounds from coal
tar is the preparation of many perfumes food
essences drugs antiseptics and plastics
Tarantula the name given to a large range of
big hairy spiders Music was supposed to cure
their stins hence the Tarantella dance
Tarpeian Bock at Rome received its named from
the tradition that Tarpeia the daughter of the
Governor of the Citadel who betrayed the
fortress to the Sabines was crushed to death
by their shields and buried beneath the rock
From this height persons guflty of treason were
hurled to death
Telescope an optical instrument for viewing
objects at a distance the astronomers
intelligencer Lipperehey is credited with con
struct on of the first m 1608 Galileo constructed
several from 1609 and Newton was the firs to
construct a reflecting telescope The ordinary-
telescope consists of an object glass and an eye
lens with two intermediates to bring the object
into an erect position A lens brings it near to
us. and the magnifier enlarges it for inspection.
A refracting telescope gathers the rays together
near the eye-piece and is necessarily limited aa
to size but the reflecting telescope collects the
rays on a larger mirror and these are thrown
back to the eyepiece The worlds largest
reflectors are at Mount Palomar Observatory
California (200 to ) Mount Wilson Observatory
California (100 m) the McDonald Observatory
at Mount Locke Texas (82 m ) and the Victoria
BO Observatory (72 in) At the Eoyal
Observatory formerly at Greenwich^ now at
Hcrstmonceux Sussex a 98 in. Isaac Newton
telescope has been installed. The Hale 200 in.
telescope at Mount Palomar is the largest ever
made and has revealed objects never before
photographed it is able to probe space and
photograph remote galaxies out to a- limiting
distance of 2000 million light years The
Schmtdt telescope at Mount Palomar baa been
used to make a huge photographic map of the unl
verse The giant steerable radio telescope built
by Manchester University at JodreD Park
Cheshire has a 250 ft reflector wtth a beam
width of 12 minutes of arc Early in its career it
tracked the Russian earth satellites and the
American lunar probes. Another Instrument of
radio astronomy Is the interferometer which
consists of two spaced aerate See also Observa-
tories.
Television, or the transmission of images of moving
objects by radio To understand the problems
of television it is necessary to consider the
action of the human eye. Basically fjhe eye
consists of a lens which projects an image of the
scene before it upon the retina, a light-sensitive
screen, at tbe back of the eye. The retina is
made Up of sevenl millions of tiny light
sensitive elements each, quite separate and dis-
tinct from its neighbours and each separately
connected to the brain by an individual fibre In
Tartanc Acid is prepared from tartar (potassium
hydrogen tartrate) deposited in mne vats dunnt
fermentation Cream of tartar ib purified
potassium hydrogen tartrate which is incorpor
ated m baking powder Tartanc add is also
used in the manufacture of effervescent salts
Tate Gallery named after its founder Sir Henry
Tate at Mulbank, S W was opened in 1897
Sir Henry Tate bore the cost of the building
(£80 000) and also contributed the nucleus of
the present collection The Turner Wing
the gift of Sir Joseph Duveen was added in
1910 The collection is thoroughly representa
tive of British art and has been extended
several times to include modern, foreign art
Tay Bridge spans the Tay at Dundee opened for
rail traffic on 20 JTune 1887 A previous bridge
completed in 1877 was blown down on 28 Dec
1879 as a train was passing over it A ne\v
bridge was opened on 18 August 1966 for road
traffic 7 356 ft in length the longest road
bridge in Britain.
Tea was introduced into England about the middle
of the 17th cent when it was a great luxury
and fetched from £6 to £10 a pound It is an
Asiatic plant native properly to China Japan
and India. Up to about 1885 most of the tea
imported into this country came from China
the bulk now comes from India and Ceylon
Teal the smallest of the European ducks and next
to the Mallard the commonest British species
It is a handsome bird and a very swift flier but
not as swift as the Gareraney or Summer Teal
Te Deum, the song of praise ( Te Deum lauda
mus — We praise Thee 0 God *) is sup
posed to have been the composition of St.
Ambrose m the 4th cent and is used in Roman
Catholic and English Church services
Telecommunications The sending of messages
over a distance. The term fa generally applied
to the sending of messages by telegraph tele
phone radio television or radar The first sub
marine telegraph cable between England and
France was laid in 1850 and, following Hertz s
investigations into electric waves, Marconi s in-
vention led to Britain being linked with Europe
by Wireless telegraphy in 1899 The first per
manently successful telegraph cable across the
Atlantic was laid in 1866 The first telephone
service between London and Pans was opened
In 1891 The electro magnetic telephone was

